
The Adventure of Six Biographies 

The UHills Treasure Master has a new puzzle for your enjoyment and edification. This is the 4th 
in an occasional series. The first was inspired by Edgar Allen Poe’s The Gold Bug, the second by 
Dava Sobel’s Longitude, the third by the Fenn Treasure. This one is inspired, in part, by SACD. 

This adventure, like the others, is confined to UHills. The goal is to write six brief biographies of 
the 6 people whose identities you must discover, as per the instructions below. Each biography is 
LIMITED to 3 sentences total and each sentence is LIMITED to 8 words. Therefore, each bio is 
limited to 24 words (fewer are OK).  

In addition to each bio, please take a photo of yourself (or another live person if you are working 
in teams or families, which is allowed) dressed or made up as the subject of the bio. 

You have until noon, June 30, 2020 to submit your six biographies and photos. Send them in a 
single MSword file to Sandrine Biziaux: sbiziaux@yahoo.com. One entry per person or team is 
allowed.

Correctly completed entries will be rated on creativity by the HRB. Some entries will be selected 
for publication on the UHills website. The 15 top rated entries will be entered in a lottery 
drawing for a $25 gift Amazon gift card. Four cards will be awarded. 

Instructions for identifying the six subjects 

A. The first three people are not real individuals---they are certain types (for example, near- 
sighted pilot, or corporation board member). Your biographies and photos of them must be 
completely fictional (any resemblance to real people living or dead is to be coincidental). Each 
person type is found in the following anagrams:

Anagram 1: iamacezmieocdb 

Anagram 2: riarinaituhscscsto 

Anagram 3: ryepnaldetivnslii 

B. The final three subjects are real people for whom UH streets are named. Follow the directions
below to identify the three subjects for your biographies and photos. The best biographies should
have information beyond what you can read on the UH website street bio page and the photos
should be creative (dress up encouraged). Note the UHills map on the website may be helpful,
but you likely will have to go outside. There is no need to go on private property or any enclosed
area. Please maintain social distancing at all times. Good luck and stay safe.

Here are your directions (in code, on the next 2 pages; since this is not a race, try breaking it the 
old-fashioned way like SH did---it’s more fun). 
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